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Abstract 
A tree function (TF) t on a finite set X is a real fknction on the set of the pairs of elements 
of X satisfying the four-point condition: for all distinct x, y, z, w E X, t(xy) + t(zw) 6 maxi t(xz) + 
t(yw), t(xw) + t(yz)}. Equivalently, t is representable by the lengths of the paths between the 
leaves of a valued tree Tc. TFs are a straightforward generalization of the tree dissimilarities 
and tree metrics of the literature. A graph 0 is a 2-tree if it belongs to the following class 22: 
an edge-graph belongs to 2: if 0’ E 9 and yz is an edge of O’, then the graph obtained by the 
addition to 0’ of a new vertex x adjacent to y and z belongs to 2. These graphs, and the more 
general k-trees, have been studied in the literature as generalizations of trees. It is first explicited 
here how to make a TF tQ,d correspond to any positively valued Z-tree @d on X. Then, given 
a tree dissimilarity t, the set s(t) of the 2-trees 0 such that t = tg,, is studied. Any element 
of .2(t) gives a way of summarizing t by its restriction to a minimal subset of entries. Several 
characterizations and properties of the elements of Z!(t) are given. We describe five classes of 
such elements, including two new ones. Associated with a dissimilarity of the general type, these 
classes of 2-trees lead to methods for the recognition and fitting of tree dissimilarities. 
Une fonction d’arbre (TF) t sur un ensemble fini X est une fonction rtelle sur l’ensemble des 
parties B deux ilkments de X vkrifiant la condition des quatre points: pour tous x, y,z, w E X, dis- 
tincts, t(xy)+t(zw)< max{t(xz)+t(yw), t(xw)+t(yz)}. De faGon Cquivalente, t est reprksentable 
par les longueurs des chemins entre les feuilles d’un arbre valui: Tt. Ces fonctions constituent 
une gtn&alisation immkdiate des dissimilaritts et distances d’arbres de la littkature. Un graphe 
0 est un 2-arbre s’il appartient B la classe d suivante: un graphe rkduit g deux sommets adja- 
cents appartient g _Z.; si 0’ E 9 et si yz est une arete de O’, le graphe obtenu en ajoutant g 0’ 
un nouveau sommet x adjacent B y et z appartient B b. Ces graphes, et plus g6ntralement les 
k-arbres, ont itC Btudib dans la littkrature comme g6nkralisations des arbres. On montre d’abord 
ici comment une TF tQ.d correspond i tout 2-arbre positivement valuk @d sur X. Puis, ktant 
donnCe une dissimilaritt d’arbre t, on Btudie l’ensemble L!(t) des 2-arbres 0 tels que t = to,,. 
Plusieurs caractkisations et propri&s de ses 6ltments sont obtenues. Tout Gment de 2.(t) 
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foumit un r&sumC de t par sa restriction A un sous-ensemble d’entries minimal; nous dCcrivons 
cinq classes de tels elements, dont deux entitrement nouvelles. Associes aux dissimilarites quel- 
conques, ces classes de 2-arbres conduisent a des methodes de reconnaissance et d’ajustement 
des distances d’arbres. @ 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
Ultrametrics and tree metrics are two well-known classes of metrics, both defined 
by a particular inequality. The ultrametric triangular inequality u(x,z) < max(u(x, v), 
u(y,z)) is a special case of the four-point condition t(x, v) + t(z, w) 6 max{t(x,z) + 
Q,w),Gw) + t&z)} satisfied by tree metrics (precise definitions are given in 
Section 2.2). Tree metrics are representable as path lengths between the leaves of 
a positively valued tree; the ultrametric case corresponds to the existence of a point 
equidistant from all the leaves in this tree representation. 
The combinatorial study of the ultrametrics on a given finite set X leads to many 
properties related with circuits, cocycles and spanning trees of the complete graph KX 
on X, and, in fact, with the cycle matroid of this graph [ 14,15,19]. Especially, every 
minimum spanning tree provides an abridgement (a summarization) of an ultrametric 
into n - 1 entries: an ultrametric u on X is entirely defined by its restriction to the 
edges of a minimum spanning tree of & valued according to u. 
Chaiken et al. [6] and Yushmanov [25] have independently associated to any tree 
metric t some sets of 2n - 3 pairs of elements of X such that t is defined by its re- 
striction to these sets. Two facts have been pointed out about these works: on the one 
hand, it is shown in Makarenkov and Leclerc [20] that the abridgements of Chaiken 
et al, and Yushmanov are in fact the same (though defined in entirely different ways); 
but, on the other hand, two other abridgements, into 2n - 3 entries again, are obtained 
in Leclerc [16,18]; two new ones are also given in this paper. The existence of such 
constructions suggest that the properties of minimum spanning trees in relation with 
ultrametrics may extend, at least partly, as properties of some class of valued graphs in 
relation with tree metrics. The first purpose of this paper is to confirm this hypothesis, 
with the graphs called 2-trees instead of trees. The valued 2-trees related with tree 
metrics are those characterized in Theorems 4.2 and 4.7 of Section 4.1. Some com- 
binatorial properties of tree metrics are also obtained, for instance a type of equality 
satisfied by tree dissimilarities on the 2-paths of their 2-trees abridgements (2-paths 
have in 2-trees a role similar to the paths of a tree). The uses of 2-trees abridgements 
in classical problems of data analysis, recognition and adjustment, are also discussed, 
and the works of Leclerc [18] and Makarenkov and Leclerc [20] about some particular 
abridgements are generalized. 
The paper is organized as follows: definitions about graphs, trees and 2-trees are 
recalled in Section 2.1. An important feature of 2-trees is that they admit elimination 
(linear) orders (x1,x2,. ,x,) on X such that, for all i = 3,4,. . . , n - 1, the subgraph 
induced by xl , . . . ,x1 is still a 2-tree. Definitions about dissimilarities are given in 
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Section 2.2, where several extensions of tree metrics, allowing negative values, are also 
considered; they are called tree dissimilarities and tree functions. In Section 3, a tree 
function is associated with any positively valued 2-tree 0, endowed with an elimination 
order. It is then shown that this function does not depend in fact on the choice of a 
particular elimination order (Theorem 3.2) and is a tree metric with a simple condition 
(Proposition 3.3). The elements of the set 9(t) of the 2-tree abridgements of a given 
tree dissimilarity t are studied in Section 4. They are characterized by a property of 
their triangles in Theorem 4.2 and by two minimality properties in Theorem 4.7. It is 
also observed that the set 9(t) has in fact various elements and that the constructions 
of Yushmanov and others are far from being exceptions; two new classes of such 
graphs are described. In Section 5, the set 2(d) is generalized to any dissimilarity d 
and two ways of using an element of this set for the adjustment of a tree dissimilarity, 
or a tree metric, to d are proposed. 
2. Definitions 
2.1. Graphs 
2.1.1. Graphs and trees 
A graph is a pair G=(V(G),E(G)) w h ere V(G) is a finite vertex set and E(G) is 
a set of unordered pairs of distinct elements of V(G), the edge set of G. For sake of 
brevity, an edge is denoted vu’ instead of {v, v’}; the vertices v and u’ are said to be 
adjacent. The number of vertices of G is denoted as p(G). When there is no risk of con- 
fusion, we write V, E, p,. . . instead of V(G),E( G), p(G), . . . The vertex v is a leaf if its 
degree 8(v) is equal to 1 and a 2-leaf if a(u) =2. In a path (vuI,v~v~,. . .,vk-~vk,vkv’) 
of G between two vertices o and v’, all the vertices other than v and v’ will be distinct 
and a path P will be identified with the set of its edges. If, moreover, v = v’, the path 
P is a circuit of G. The graph G is a tree if it is connected and has no circuits. 
A tree T has exactly ,u(T) - 1 edges; its unique path between two distinct vertices u 
and v’ is denoted as T(vv’). It has a number of leaves p!(T) comprised between 2 and 
p(T) - 1. The tree T is a path-tree if pl(T)=2, and a (p- l)-star if pl(T)=p - 1. 
The graph G is a k-clique if p(G) = k and uv E E for all U, v E V(G). A triangle of 
G is a subset of V(G) inducing a 3-clique; such a subset is denoted xyz instead of 
{x9 Y?>. 
A valued graph is an ordered pair G( = (G, C), where G is a graph and L is a real 
length function on the edge set E(T) of T. Then, e(G)= CrEECG) L(e). When this 
quantity is defined (that is when the graph is connected and has no circuit of negative 
length), we set, for two distinct vertices v and v’ of G: 
&vu’ ) = Mb path of G between u and I” c e(e). 
eEr(lT’) 
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W x Z 4Y) x Y 
Fig. 1. 
When T is a tree, ~(vv’) is always defined as 
&vu')= C t(e). 
eET(vu’) 
Let X be a fmite set with n elements. An XLL-tree (leaf labelled according to X 
tree, frequently called an X-tree in the literature) is a tree satisfying two properties: 
(i) the leaf set of an XLL-tree T is X; and (ii) for any v E V(T) - X, i?(v) 2 3. In an 
XLL-tree, the role of the vertices in Y(T)-X is just to determine the shape of the tree; 
they are called latent vertices and often indicated without labels in figures. An XLL- 
tree has at most 2n - 2 vertices and thus 2n - 3 edges, these numbers corresponding to 
the non-degenerate case where all the latent vertices have degree 3. The articulation 
point a(x) of x EX is the unique latent vertex a adjacent to x (Fig. 1). In the case of 
a valued XLL-tree, the length Qxu(x)) is also denoted as p(x). For more definitions 
and properties of such trees, see [3]. 
We make a valued XLL-tree Te correspond to any valued tree Tj, with X as set 
of leaves by repeating the following operation: choose a vertex u of degree two in 
V(T’) - X, delete it and replace the edges VU and uv’ incident to u with a unique 
edge vu’; set {(vu’) = /‘(VU) + P(uu’). When no such vertex remains, an XLL-tree T 
is obtained; complete the end length function on T by setting k(vv’) = {‘(vu’) for any 
edge vu’ E V(T) n V(T’). The trees T and T’ have the same leaves and define the same 
function 6 on Xc2). We say that Te is the reduced XLL-tree corresponding with Tj, 
For Y CX, the restricted YLL-tree Telr is obtained by deleting all the leaves not in 
Y and reducing the obtained tree. 
2.1.2. k-trees and 2-trees 
A graph 0 is a k-tree if it belongs to the class XT of graphs defined as follows: 
?? every complete graph on k vertices belongs to XT; 
a if G’ belongs to XJr and K is a k-clique of G’, the graph obtained by the addition 
to G’ of a new vertex x with the edges xc, c E K, belongs to XY. 
A k-tree on n vertices has k(2n - k - 1)/2 edges and n - k (k + 1)-cliques. A k-tree 
0 with exactly 2 vertices, say x and y, of degree k, is called a k-path. The k-trees 
have been studied in the literature as generalizations of trees and for their algorithmic 
properties (see, for instance, [ 12, p. 1001; for the number of labelled k-trees on a set 
with k elements, see [21] or [4]). An induced subgraph of a k-tree 0 which is a k-path 
(with x and y as vertices of degree k) is a k-path of 0 (between x and y). Among 
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the many properties of k-trees, we shall mainly use the following: 
?? For 1X(> k, a k-tree 0 = (X, E) has at least 2 vertices of degree k. The subgraph 
induced by the subset X - {x} is a k-tree if and only tf x is a vertex of degree k 
of 0. 
?? Zf 0 is a k-tree on X, then, for all x, y E X such that xy C$ E(O), there exists a 
unique subgraph of 0 which is a k-path between x and y. 
The l-trees are nothing but trees. We are concerned here with them and also with 
2-trees (see [ 13,231 for this case). 2-trees have 2n - 3 edges and n - 2 triangles. The 
number of triangles containing a given vertex x and the number of triangles containing 
a given edge xy are, respectively, denoted as a,(x) and &(xy). A vertex x is a 2-leaf 
if and only if 8, (x) = 1. The unique 2-path of 0 between x and y (not adjacent) is 
denoted as O[xy]. The 2-tree 0 is a 2-path tree if it has exactly two 2-leaves. Among 
the 2-path-trees, we distinguish the broken wheels, with a vertex of degree n - 1 (see 
Fig. 15 of Section 4.2.4 for an example) and the T-paths where no vertex has a 
degree exceeding 4 (see Fig. 13 of Section 4.1). For a 2-tree 0 on X and a fixed 
indexing (x1,x2,. . . ,x,) of X, we set Xi= {XI , . . . ,x;} and denote as 0’ the subgraph 
of 0 induced by Xi, for i = 2,3 , . . . , n. An elimination order (of 0) is a linear order 
(Xl 7x2 , . . . ,x, ) on X such that the following two equivalent conditions hold: 
?? for i=3,4,. . . , n - 1, the subgraph 0’ is a 2-tree on Xi; 
?? for i = 4,. . , n, the vertex xi is a 2-leaf of 0’. 
For instance, the 2-tree of Fig. 5 admits 216 elimination orders among the 5040 linear 
orders on seven elements. Then, for i = 3,4,. . . ,n, the unique triangle of 0’ containing 
xi is denoted as AiP2. 
2.2. Dissimilarities and tree functions 
2.2.1. Types of tree functions 
A dissimilarity on X is a real function d on X xX satisfying the following conditions 
for all x, y EX: (Dl) d(x,y)=d(y,x); (D2) d(x, y)>d(x,x)=O. The notation d(xy) 
will be used instead of d(x, y) whenever the elements x and y are known to be distinct. 
With this notation, d is just a non-negative real function defined on the set Xc2) of 
unordered pairs of distinct elements of X. Real functions on Xc’) without this constraint 
will also be considered. 
A dissimilarity d is a metric if it satisfies the classical metric triangular inequality: 
for all x, y, z E X, d(x, z) < d(x, y) + d( y,z). This property is satisfied by the minimum 
path length function 6 of any positively valued connected graph. A dissimilarity d is 
an ultrametric when it satisfies the stronger inequality d(x,z) < max(d(x, y), d( y,z)). 
It is a tree metric if it is representable by the lengths of the paths between the leaves 
of a non-negatively valued XLL-tree (called its tree representation); a tree metric 
is a metric. A dissimilarity d on X satisfies the four-point condition (F), if, for all 
X,Y,Z,WEX, 
d(x,y) + d(z,w)< max{d(x,z) + d(y,w),d(x,w) + d(w)}. 09 
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Theorem 2.1 (Buneman [5],Dobson [lO],Patrinos [22] and Zaretskii [26]). For a dis- 
similarity d on X, the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) d is a tree metric; 
(ii) d satisfies the four-point condition. 
Moreover, a tree metric admits a unique tree representation. 
Here the possibility of edges (adjacent to a leaf) with null length makes it not 
necessary to consider trees where X is not exactly the set of leaves. The previous 
result admits several extensions. A first one is straightforward: a dissimilarity d on X 
satisfies the weak four-point condition (W), if, for all distinct x, y,z, w E X, 
d(xy) + d(zw) 6 max{d(xz) + d(yw), d&v) + d(yz)}. (W) 
As recalled in Leclerc [18], a dissimilarity satisfying Condition (W) is not necessarily 
a metric, but has still a unique tree representation, possibly with negative lengths on 
the edges adjacent to the leaves. Such a dissimilarity will be called a tree dissimilarity 
(often abbreviated as TD in the sequel). 
A further extension has been recently defined by Bandelt and Steel [2]. A dissim- 
ilarity d on X satisfies the unsigned four-point condition (U) if, for all x, y,z, w E X, 
at least two among the three sums in Condition (W) are equal: 
I{d(x,y)+d(z,w),d(x,z)+d(y,w),d(x,w)+d(y,z)}l62. w> 
This condition characterizes dissimilarities, called unsigned tree dissimilarities, which 
are representable (uniquely again) by a valued tree with positive or negative lengths. 
A real function d on Xc’) satisfying Condition (W) (resp. Condition (U)) is called a 
tree function, abbreviated as TF (resp. an unsigned tree function). It is straightforward 
to make a tree dissimilarity correspond to such a function, with no change in the shape 
of the tree representation: add a convenient positive constant 2K to each value of d: 
it corresponds to the addition of K to the length of the edge xa(x), for any leaf x (see 
Tables 1 and 2 and Figs. 2 and 3). 
2.2.2. Well-formed triples 
Given three distinct vertices u, v,w of a tree T, there is a unique vertex m(u,v, w) 
which is common to the paths T(uv), T(vw) and T(uw). This vertex is called the me- 
dian of the triple (u, v, w). If x, y, z are three distinct leaves of T, then m(x, y,z) # x, y,z. 
If t is the path length function of a valued tree Tf, the distance between the vertex x 
Table 1 Table 2 
A tree dissimilarity An unsigned tree dissimilarity 
b 1 b 5 
c 1 4 c 5 4 
d 4 7 1 d 3 2 6 
a b c a b c 
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a 
-1 -1 c 
3 
2 
b X 2 d 
Fig. 2. The tree representation of the dissimilarity of Table 1 
a 
3 4 
-2 
b X 2 2 
Fig. 3. The tree representation of the dissimilarity of Table 2. 
and the path T(yz) is equal to t(x, m(x, y,z)) = i(t(xy) + t(xz) - t(yz)); this quantity 
is denoted as t(x,yz). 
Consider a TF t and its valued X-tree representation TJ. A triple (x, y,z) of leaves 
of T is said well-formed if the latent vertex a(y) belongs to the path T(xz). For 
instance, in the tree of Fig. 1, the triple (x, y,z) is well-formed, but not (y,x,z). The 
expression “well-formed triple” will be frequently abbreviated as WFT in the sequel. 
Several characterizations of WFTs in relation with the dissimilarity t are given in the 
next result: 
Proposition 2.2. For a tree function t on X, its tree representation T, and a triple 
(x, y,z) of leaves of T, the following four conditions are equivalent: 
(i> the triple (x, y,z) is well-formed; 
(ii) t(_hXZ)=mina,bEX-{y} t(.hab); 
(iii) t(yz) - t(xz) = minwEX_{x-,y) t(yw) - t(xw) holds; 
(iv) t(xy) - t(xz) =min,+.tX-lY,Zl t(yw) - t(zw) holds. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): If (x, y,z) is a WFT, then, t(y,xz) = d(ya(y)) = p(y). Let a,b EX - 
{y} and consider the path T(yv) from y to the first latent vertex v on the path T(ab). 
The path T(yv) includes the edge vu(y), and so, has a length at least equal to p(y). 
Then, t(y,xz) = min,hEXP{,.l t(y,ab). 
(ii) =+ (iii): From (ii), we have t(y,xz) = min,vEx_{.Y.+l t(y,xw) and, so, t(xy) + 
t(yz) - t(xz) = minwEX-{x,Yl t(xy) + t(yw) - t(xw). 
(iii)=+(i): The quantity t(yw) - t(xw) is minimized by those leaves w such that 
a(y) belongs to the path T(xw). 
The implications (ii) + (iv) + (i) are obtained by replacing (iii) with (iv) 
above. 0 
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With these characterizations, the notion of a well-formed triple applies to a TF t 
as well as to an XLL-tree T (but Proposition 2.2 is no longer valid in the case of 
an unsigned tree function satisfying Condition (U)). They also imply the following 
property, which will be (generally implicitly) used in the proofs of Section 3: if a 
triple (x, y,z) is well-formed for t, then, for any subset Y containing x, y and z, it 
remains well-formed for the restriction tree and dissimilarity Tlr and tl,. 
Proposition 2.3. Assume n > 3. Let t be a TF on the set X and (x, y, z) a WFT of t. 
Then, the following equality holds for all w EX - {x, y,z}: 
t(p) =max{t(xw) + t(yz), t(xy) + t(m)} - t(xz). 
Proof. The inequality t(m) + t(yz) < t(yw) + t(xz) comes from the hypothesis and 
Proposition 2.2; similarly, t(m) + t(xy) 6 t( yw) + t(xz). With Condition (W), these 
inequalities imply the result. 0 
Proposition 2.3 has the following consequence: for n>3, if the restriction tlX_{y) is 
known, only two values, t(yz) and t(xy) are necessary to determine the whole table 
of t, provided (x, y,z) is a WFT. So, it may be expected that, by consideration of 
successive WFTs, a TF is determined by 3 + 2(n - 3) = 2n - 3 conveniently chosen 
values. This is confirmed and precised in the next two sections. 
3. From valued 2-trees to tree functions 
Consider a positively valued 2-tree Od on X, together with an elimination order 
L=(x,,..., x,) of 0. Let A@’ = {A’,A’, . . . ,Anp2} be the corresponding sequence of 
triangles of 0. Then, we determine a TF t = t@,d,J to @d such that t(xy) =d(xy) for 
any edge xy of 0 as follows: 
?? For i = 3, we have A’ =x1x2x3. Any real function d on (X3)c2) satisfies Condi- 
tion (U). The unique {x,,xz,xs}LL-tree representation of d consists of a 3-star Tl 
with XI ,x2,x3 as leaves and a latent vertex u = a(x;), i = 1,2,3 (Fig. 4). The length 
/(xlu) = p(xl) of its edge XIU is given by 2p(xr) = d(xIx2) + d(xlx3) - d(xzx3); the 
lengths p(x2) and p(x3) are similarly determined. 
3 
Y d&z) ’ 
X 
p(x) 
P6c A PM 
Y Z 
Fig. 4. 
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?? Assume that, for i-l (39i<n), a TF tlx I with its Xi-’ LL-tree representation Tj-’ 
has been associated with @L-l, on such a way that t(aa’) = d(aa’) for any edge aa’ 
of O’-‘. We have to add the leaf Xi to T’-’ to obtain the tree T’. Set Xi =z and 
k2 = XYZ. 
Set 2o(x)=2t(x, yz) = d(xy) + d(xz) - d(Yz). The problem is to place the latent 
vertex a(z) on the path T’-‘(xy) in such a way that t(xa(z)) = G(X); then, we shall set 
e(a(z)z) = p(z) in every case. Let 24’ =a(~), u2,. . . , UI; = u(y) be the successive latent 
vertices of the path T’-‘(xy). With the condition that t satisfies Condition (W), that is 
no edge between two latent vertices has a negative length, six cases may occur. The 
fist two concern the situation where t(xu’ ) 6 c(x) < t(xuk ): 
(i) there are two vertices Uj and uj+’ such that f(xui) <a(x) < t(xuj+’ ). Set V(T) = 
V(T’)U{U(Z),Z} and E(T’)=(E(T’-‘) - {ujui+'})U{a(z)Ui,U(z)uj+',U(z)z}, 
with the lengths: 1(u(z)ui) = a(x) - t(xuj), e(u(z)u,+’ ) = t(xui+’ ) - O(X); 
(ii) there exists a vertex uj such that a(x) = t(x, uj). Then, the vertex u(z) is identical 
to Uj. Set V(T’)=V(T’-‘)U{Z} andE(T’)=E(Z”-‘)U{U(Z)Z}; 
When a(x) < t(xu’ ), two cases must be considered: 
(iii) if a(x)#O, set V(T’)= V(T'-')U {u(z),z} and E(T’)=(E(T’-‘) - {xu'})U 
{~~(~),~(~)~I,~(~)~}, with the lengths: Qu(z)x) = G(X) and Qu(z)u’)= 
GUI) - 4x); 
(iv) if B(x)=O, then the vertex u(z) is the same as u(x) in the tree T’. Precisely, 
V(T')=V(T'-')U{u(z),z} andE(T’)=(E(T’-‘)-{u’x})~{u’u(z),u(z)x,u(z)z}, 
with the previous length of u’x as length of u’u(z) and Qu(z)x) = 0. 
The last two cases concern the case where a(x) > t(xuk): 
(v) if @(x)#d(xY), set V(T’)= V(T’-‘)U{u(z),z} and E(T’)=(E(T’-I)-{uky})U 
{yu(z),u(z)uk, u(z)z}, with the lengths: Qu(z)uk) = (T(X) -t(x, uk) and e(u(z)y) = 
4% Y) -- g(x); 
(vi) if a(x) = d(xy), then u(z) = u(Y) in the tree T’; set V(T’) = V(T’-’ ) U {u(z),z} 
and E(T’)= (E(T’-‘) - {uky})U {u~u(z),u(z)y,u(z)z}, with the previous length 
of UI;Y as length of uku(z) and /(u(z)Y)=O. 
For i = n, a valued XLL-tree T,” is obtained, with its associated TF t = t@,d,J. Several 
properties of t@,d,L are derived from this construction. In the proofs of the next results, 
we set, as above, xi = z and A’-’ = xyz. The basic point is that (x, z, Y) is a WFT for 
T’ and, so, Proposition 2.3 applies. 
Proposition 3.1. Let uv be an edge of the tree representation T/ oft = tQ,d,J; there 
are at least two edges ub of 0 such that uv belongs to the paths T(ub). 
Proof. We show this result for all the subgraphs 0’. It obviously holds for i = 3. 
Assume that it holds for O’-’ . The XLL-tree Tj is obtained by adding the vertex u(z) 
on the path T’-‘(xy) and, generally, replacing an edge upup+’ of this path by the 
edges u+(z) and a(z)up+‘; these edges belong to the path T’(ub) for each edge ub 
of 0 such that upu,,+’ belongs to the path T’-‘(ub). The edge zu(z) is also added. 
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It belongs to the paths T’(xz) and T’(yz) of 0’; by the induction hypothesis, every 
other edge of 0’ belongs to the path T’(ab) for at least two edges ab of 0’. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let Od be a positively valued 2-tree on X, and t = t@,d,J the TF asso- 
ciated with an elimination order L of 0. Let a, b, w and z be four distinct elements 
of X such that wz 6 E(O) and ab is an edge of the 2-path O[wz]. The following 
equality holds: 
t(zw) + t(ab) = max{t(aw) + t(bz), t(az) + t(bw)}. 
Proof. It may be assumed without loss of generality that w is before z in the order 
L; let Y be the set of the vertices of the 2-path O[wz]; by construction, the triple 
(x,z, y) is a WFT for the TF tl y. We prove the result by induction on the number k 
of triangles of this 2-path. If k = 2 (the minimum possible value with the hypotheses), 
it is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.3. 
Assume k > 2. If xy = ab, then the result follows again from the fact that (x, z, y) is 
a WFT together with Proposition 2.3. 
If, say, y = b, we have, by the induction hypothesis, 
t(aw) + t(bx) d t(xw) + t(ab). 
and, since the triple (x,z, b) is a WFT, 
t(m) + t(bz) 6 t(zw) + t(bx). 
Combining these inequalities, we have 
t(aw) + t(bz) 6 t(zw) + t(ab), 
which, with Condition (W), gives the result. 
If the four elements a, b, x, y are distinct, the induction hypothesis leads to 
(a) t(m) + t(bw) < t(wx) + t(ab), and 
(b) t(ay) + t(bw) d t(wy) + t(ab); 
Since the triple (x,z, y) is a WFT, we have also 
(c) t(wx> + t( yz) < t(wz) + t(xy), and 
(d) t(wy) + t(xz) < t(wz) + t(xy), and also 
(e) t(ay> + t(xz) = t(az) + t(xy), or 
(f) t(ax) + t( yz) = t(az) + t(xy). 
From (a) and (c), we obtain 
(g) t(bw) + t(m) + t(yz> - t(xy) d t(wz> + t(ab), 
and, from (b) and (d), 
(h) t(bw) + t(ay) + t(xz) - t(xy) d t(wz) + t(ab). 
We just have to report (e) in (h), or (f) in (g), to obtain 
t(bw) + t(az> < t(wz) + t(ab), 
which, with Condition (W), gives the result. 0 
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As a consequence of this result, the TF t e,d,L does not depend in fact on the particular 
elimination order L of 0 considered. So, it will be denoted by t@,d in the sequel. 
Indeed, the value of t(wz) depends only on the values of the edges of the 2-path 
O[WZ]. Another observation is that the quantity 
max{t(aw) + t(bz), t(az) + t(bw)} - t(ab) 
does not depend on the edge ab of the 2-path O[wz], provided this edge is not in- 
cident to w or z. This accounts for the constraints that a tree dissimilarity t satisfies. 
Theorem 3.2 gives first solutions to two problems: 
?? the computation of t(xy) by induction on lO[xy]l (already possible with 
Proposition 2.3); 
?? the verification of the equivalence of two valued 2-trees @d and @&, in the sense 
that to3d = t& d , . This question is studied below in Section 4. 
Proposition 3.3. The TF t@,d is a tree metric if and only if the values of d on the 
edges of each triangle of 0 satisfy the metric triangular inequality. 
Proof. If t = t0.d is a metric, then, since d and t are equal on the edges of O,d 
satisfies the metric inequality on every triangle of 0. The converse is obvious for 
n = 3. Assume that tlx,-l is a tree metric and that the triangle xyz satisfies the metric 
inequality. The quantity cr(~) defined by 20(x) = d(xy) + d(xz) - d(yz) is then non- 
negative, as for the quantities a(y) = d(xy) - a(x) and p(z) which are derived from 
similar expressions. So, the result holds for all integers i and for n. 0 
The observation that, if all the triangles of the 2-tree satisfy the metric inequality, 
then the TF ta.d is a metric, has been already done in Leclerc [16] in the special case 
corresponding to Section 4.2.2 below. Figs. 5 and 6 show, respectively, a positively 
valued 2-tree and its triangles. The construction of the XLL-tree associated with the 
corresponding TF is suggested in Figs. 7 and 8: a 3-star is associated with each triangle, 
and these 3-stars are pairwise glued on their paths with common extremities. 
Recall that g(T) is the total length of the tree representation T/ of t = to,‘/ and that 
&(~y) is the number of triangles of 0 including the pair xy. Consider the quantity 
A(@)= c ahEE(0J(2 - &(ab))d(ab). Its interest is due to the following result. Let 
p;(x,) be the length of the edge x,a(x;) in the tree T’. 
f 
56 30 
a c 38 &5 g 
28 25 3?, 
e 
b@4 d 
Fig. 5. 2-tree 
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Fig. 6. Triangles. 
Fig. 7. S-stars. Fig. 8. XLL-tree. 
.ggjb .yytb 
Fig. 9. Fig. 10. 
Proposition 3.4. If Tl is the tree representation of the TF t = t@,d, then 
n(@d)=2e(T). 
Proof. When adding the leaf xi to Tip’, the difference of lengths between the valued 
trees Tj and Tj-’ is given by QT’) - l(T’-* ) = pi( the degree & of the new edges 
Xxi and pi is 1, and the number 2 - &(xy) decreases by 1. 0 
So, if (~1~x2,. . . , x,,) is an elimination order of 0, then, ,I.(@,) = 2QT) = t(xIx2) + 
t(xIx3)+t(xzxj)+2 CdGiQn pi(xi). As a consequence, if 0 is a 2-path, then &(ab)<2 
for any edge ab of 0, and the total length e(T) is positive. This property is not general: 
the positively valued 2-tree of Fig. 9, valued by d(xy) = 1 for any pair xy # ab and 
d(ab) = 8, leads to the valued XLL-tree of Fig. 10, of negative total length. 
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4. The 2-tree abridgements of a tree dissimilarity 
4.1. The 2-trees associated with a tree dissimilarity t 
In this section, it is assumed that a TD t on X is given, with its unique valued tree 
representation Tr. A 2-tree 0 on X is denoted as 0, when it is valued according to 
the restriction of t to the edges of 0. The set of all the 2-trees 0 such that t = to,t is 
denoted as A?(t). There exist generally 2-trees which do not belong to S!(t). For instance, 
both 2-trees 0’ of Fig. 11 and 0 of Fig. 12 are valued according to the TD t of Table 1. 
By Theorem 3.2, tel,t(ab) = max{t(ac) + t(bd), t(ad)+ t(bc)} - t(cd) = 7 # t(ab), and 
&(ad) = max{t(ac)+ t(bd), t(ab)+ t(cd)} - t(bc) = 4 = t(ad). So, 0 belongs to 9(t) 
while 0’ does not. A reason is that the 2-leaf b of 0’ belongs to the triangle bed 
whereas the triple (c, b, d) is not well-formed. The results of the previous section allow 
us to state the following: 
Theorem 4.1. Let X = {xI,x2,. . . , x,} be a jinite set and a valued 2-tree @d on X. 
Then, the TF t = tO,d is the unique one satisfying: (i) 0 E A!(t); and (ii) t(xy) = d(xy) 
for any edge xy of 0. 
In this section, we complete this observation, firstly with a characterization of the 
elements of 22(t) based on Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 4.2. For a TD t and a 2-tree 0 on X, the following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
W 
(ii) 
(iii) 
0 E z?(t). 
There exists an elimination order L= (x1,x2,.. . ,x,,) of 0 such that, for 
i = 3,. . . , n, the triple (yi,xi,zi) corresponding to the triangle AiP2 =x; yiz; of 0’ 
is well-formed for tlxz; 
For any elimination order L = (x1,x2,. . . ,x,) of 0, the triple (yi,xi,zi) corre- 
sponding to the triangle AiW2 =xiyizi of 0’ is well-formed for tlX;, for all 
i=3,...,n. 
Proof. Trivially, (iii) implies (ii), and, if (ii) is satisfied, then the construction of 
Section 3 may be performed to obtain the TD t = tQ,d,L = te,d; so, (ii) implies (i). 
It remains to show that (i) implies (iii). Let x be a 2-leaf of O’, belonging to the 
unique triangle xyz of O’, and let w E Xi - {x, y,z}; the pair xw is not an edge of 
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0’ and, so, not an edge of 0. Applying Theorem 3.2, we obtain the equality t(wx) + 
t(yz) = max{t(wv) + t(xz), t(wz) + t(xy)}. Then, t(wy) + t(xz)<t(wx) + t(yz) and, fi- 
nally, t(xz)-t(yz) = mm,,jExl-{X,yl t(xw)-t(yw), which, according to Proposition 2.2, 
proves that the triple (y,x,z) is well-formed for tlx,. 0 
To prove that, for any TD t, the set 2(t) is not empty, it suffices to exhibit a 
2-tree satisfying Condition (ii) of Theorem 4.2. Such an element _4 of S?(t) may be 
constructed in a simple way. Let us determine a linear order L = (xi ,x2,. . . ,x,) in X 
as follows: 
??Choose arbitrary x,-i and x, in X. 
?? For k=2 , . . . ,n - 1, find &-k EX”-~ =X - {x,, . . . ,xH__k+l} such that the triple 
(&-& X,,-k+2,X,_k+i) is well-formed for the restricted TD tlXn-k+2 (and for the 
reduced tree TIX~-k+2 ). In other terms, t(&_k&_k+2) - t(&_,&_k+l ) = minXEX”-k 
t(X&-k+2) - th-kfl ). Set {Xn-k&-k+2&-k+l&-k+2} c E(n). Finally, set 
x1x2 E E(A). 
The obtained 2-tree n is a T-path. Observe that the total length of the tree representation 
Tf of t, given by 2(/i,) = t(xIx2) + t(x,_Ix,) + c, Gign_2 t(xixi+Z), cannot be negative. 
Since A(@,) =2L(T) for any element 0 of S?(t) (by Proposition 3.4) we have: 
Proposition 4.3. If t is a TD on X and Tp its tree representation, then e(T) 30. 
Example. Let us start with x7 = a and &j = b in the tree metric of Table 3, correspond- 
ing with the valued XLL-tree of Fig. 8. We obtain, among several possibilities, the 
order (g, e, f, d, c, b, a). The corresponding 2-tree n is given in Fig. 13. 
In fact, several ways are given in the literature for summarizing a tree metric by 
2n - 3 enties. They are surveyed in Section 4.2, where it is emphasized that they 
all consist of the recognition of specific classes of elements of 2?(t). Indeed, this set 
appears to have many elements. In fact, there exists a 2-tree 0 E 2?(t) admitting L as 
an elimination order for any arbitrary linear order L = (xi, x2,. . . ,x, ) and TF t on X. 
To obtain such a 2-tree, a sequence 0’ of 2-trees on the sets Xi is constructed as 
follows: 
Step 1. @ is the 3-clique on X3. Each vertex of 03, especially x3, has degree 2. 
Table 3 
b 28 
c 5 25 
d 48 56 45 
; :; 67 2 51 6 5: 61 
9 41 49 38 37 43 30 
a b c d e f 
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Fig. 13. 
Step i - 1 (3 <i <n - 1). Assume that a valued 2-tree 0’ on X’, has been obtained 
in such a way that (xl, . . ,xi) is an elimination order of 0’. Choose arbitrarily w EX’ 
and consider the path T(wx~+, ) of the tree representation T of t. Let u be the first 
latent vertex on this path (starting from x,+1) that belongs to a path T(xy) for some 
edge xy of 0’. The %-tree @‘+I is obtained by the addition to 0’ of the vertex x,+1 
and the edges xxi+, and yxi+l 
Proposition 4.4. The previous procedure determines at the step n - 2 a valued 2-tree 
0 = 0” which belongs to 9(t) and admits L as an elimination order. 
Proof. Trivially, the 2-tree O3 is an element of A?(tlxx). Assume that 0’ E 2(tp) and 
consider the step i. By Proposition 3.1, the latent vertex u is also the first one that 
belongs to some path of T between elements of Xi. So, the triple (x,xi+, , y) is well- 
formed for tlxr+l. Then, the 2-tree 0” satisfies the condition (ii) of Theorem 4.2 and 
belongs to Z?(t). By construction, for i = 3,. . , n, the vertex Xi is a 2-leaf of O’, which 
means that L is an elimination order of 0 = 0”. 0 
Thus, since the vertices of O3 constitute a triangle of 0, the elements of 2(t) cover 
all the triangles of X, and, so, all the pairs. This observation presents some analogy 
with the fact that the minimum spanning trees of an ultrametric on X cover all the 
pairs of elements of X [ 15,191. 
Corollary 4.5. Let t be a TD on X. For all distinct x, y,z E X, there exists a 2-tree 
0 E %(t) such that {x. y,z} is a triangle of 0. 
A characterization of WFTs as triangles of 2-trees may be obtained as a complement 
of Proposition 2.2. 
Corollary 4.6. Let t be a TD on X. A triple (x, z, y) of elements of X is a WFT of 
t if and only if there exists a 2-tree 0 E s(t) such 
xyz is a triangle of 0. 
that the vertex z is a 2-leaf and 
Proof. The ‘if’ part is a direct consequence of the construction of te,l in Section 3. 
Conversely, assume that (x,z, y) is a WFT of t and consider a 2-tree 0’ E A?(tl,_{z)) 
such that xy is an edge of 0’. By the hypothesis, the latent vertex a(z) of the tree 
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representation Te of t belongs to the path T(xy). Then, the 2-tree 0 obtained by the 
addition of the vertex z and the edges xz and yz to 0’ belongs to 5!(t). 0 
Finally, we give two characterizations of the elements of 9(t) by minimality prop- 
erties. In the next statement, the inequality t’ d t corresponds to the pointwise order 
on mappings; it means t(xy)<t’(xy) for all distinct X, y EX. The definition of the 
pointwise minimum follows. Let 9~ be the set of all the 2-trees on X. 
Theorem 4.7. For a TD t and a 2-tree 0 on X, the following three conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) 0 E 2!(t); 
(ii) t = te,t = min{te’,‘: 0’ E 2~); 
(iii) A(@,) = min{l(@): 0’ E 2~). 
Proof. Let 0’ be an element of Z?x. Set t’ = ter,l. If xy is an edge of O’, then, 
t(xy) = t’(xy). Otherwise, we prove the inequality t < t’ by induction on the number 
k of triangles of the 2-path O’[xy]. Let aby be the triangle containing y in this path; 
so, ab is an edge of 0’. For k =2, a.x,ay, bx and b are all edges of 0’. Then, 
t(xy) < max{t(ax)+t(by), t(ay)+t(bx)}-t(ab) = max{t’(ax)+t’(by), t’(ay)+t’(bx)}- 
t’(ab) = t’(xy), this last equality due to Theorem 3.2. 
For k > 2, ab, ay and by are edges of 0’ and, by the induction hypothesis, t(u.x) Q 
t’(a) and t(bx)<t’(bx). Then, t(xy)< max{t(ax) + t(by), t(ay) + t(bx)} - t(ab)< 
max{t’(ax) + t(by), t(ay) + t’(bx)} - t(ab) = t’(xy). 
The equality t = toj,r is, by definition, obtained when 0’ E 2(t). The equivalence of 
properties (i) and (ii) follows. 
In order to prove the equivalence of (i) and (iii), consider an arbitrary order L = (XI, 
x2 , . . . ,x, ) on X, an element 0’ of 9~ and two 2-trees n and II’ belonging to S(t) 
and d(to’,’ ), respectively. Assume that both n and Ii” admit L as an elimination 
order; this is possible, according to Corollary 4.5. By Proposition 3.4, A(@,) = n(n,) 
and A( 0;) = J(ni). Let us show that J(II,) <n(IIi), the equality being obtained only 
if II’ E 2?(t). This is true for n = 3 where, in fact, there is a unique 2-tree on X. 
For n >3, consider, for 4<i<n, the triangle xyxi of II’ and the triangle x’y’xi of II”. 
Since the first one corresponds with a WFT oft, the inequality 2p(xi) = t(mi)+t(yxi)- 
t(xy) < t(x’xi)+t(y’xi)-t(x’y’) = 2p’(xi) follows from Condition (ii) of Proposition 2.2 
and is an equality only if (x’,xi, y’) is also a WFT oft. Since A(IZ,) = t(xlx2)+t(xIx3)+ 
t(x2x3)+2Cd<i<.n P(xi) ad &nj)=t( xlx2)+t(xlx3)+t(x~3)+2C4~i4~~‘(xi), the 
result follows. ??
4.2. Examples 
A first example of elements of 2?(t), the 2-paths II, depending, at least, on the initial 
choices of xn-r and x,, has been given in Section 4.1. Here we present four other 
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classes of 2-trees which satisfy Condition (ii) of Theorem 4.1 and, so, belong to 9(t). 
The tree metric of Table 3 is again used for the illustrations of these classes. 
4.2.1. Abridgement by decomposition 
Let c be an element of X and consider the real function t+ on (X\{C})~ defined by 
ut,Jxy) = t(xy) - t(cx) - t(cy). A classical fact is that, although it is generally not a 
dissimilarity (it has negative entries), u t,c satisfies the ultrametric inequality ([ 111; see 
also [l]). Then, it is defined by the n - 2 entries of a minimum spanning tree (MST), 
and the TD t by the 2n - 3 entries choosen as follows [ 181: 
?? choose arbitrarily an element c of X; set X/=X\(c); 
?? compute the function ut,? on X’2; 
?? determine an MST M’ = (X’,A’) on X’ for u~,~. 
Set R, = {cx: x EX’} UA’, with JR,\ = (n - 1) + (n - 2) = 2n - 3. For a pair xy of 
elements of X’, the value of t(xy) is recovered from the enties of t on R, by 
t(xy) = t(cx) + t(cy) + max{t(zw) - t(cz) - t(cw): zw EM’(xy)}. 
The graph A =(X, R,) depends on the choice of the element c and of the MST M’. 
Each edge xy of A’ determines, with the edges cx and cy, a triangle of A, which is a 
2-tree. Any elimination order of A is an elimination order of the l-tree M’. A 2-leaf 
x of A is a leaf of M’, adjacent to a unique vertex y. By the properties of MSTs, 
u&y) = mmZEx\+I ot,,(xz), that is t(xy) - t(cy) = min,,x\{,,x) t(xz) - t(cz); then, 
by Proposition 2.2, the triple (c,x, y) is well-formed for t. If x is deleted, the subgraph 
M’ x,_1xI is still an MST for (ut,,)Ix,-{+) and any of its leaves determines again a 
WFT. Finally, A is an element of 2(t). 
Example. In the tree metric of Table 3, choose a as the element c mentioned above; 
the values of the function ut,, are given in Table 4. Choose A’ = {be, cf, de, ef,fg} 
(among 80 possible MSTs for ut+). The valued 2-tree A, is given in Fig. 14. 
4.2.2. Abridgement by minimum spanning trees 
Another way of summarizing a TD by 2n - 3 entries is proposed in [16,18]. It leads 
to a 2-tree C = (X,A U A’} obtained as follows: let A be the edge set of an MST M 
of t; in case of ties on the values of t, this MST must be free of subsets of edges 
{xy, yy’, y’z} such that t(xy) = t(xy’), t( yz) = t(y’z) and t( yy’) < max(t(xy), t( yz)); 
Table 4 
c -8 
d -20 -8 
e -20 -8 -94 
f -20 -8 -52 -52 
9 -20 -8 -52 -52 -70 
b c d e f 
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Fig. 14. 
the construction of such an MST is straightforward, and it is shown in [ 181 (see also 
[S]) that, for any quadruple a, b,c,w of elements of X such that ab and bc are two 
edges of the path M(W), the following equality holds: 
(i) t(aw) = t(bw) + t(m) - t(bc) 
Let N(x) = {y EX: xy E A} for each vertex n of degree at least 2 in A. Compute 
the function Q on (N(x))’ as in Section 4.2.2 and determine an MST Ai on N(x); 
take A’ as the union of the A:. The following facts may be observed: every vertex of 
C has degree at least 2 in C; a 2-leaf z of C is a leaf of M; there are at least two 
leaves of A4 that are 2-leaves of C; the deletion of such a 2-leaf z gives a subgraph 
CX_~,l of the same type. Then, one shows by induction on n that Z is a 2-tree on 
X. It remains to show that, if x is the unique neighbor of z in M, and y its other 
neighbor in Z, then, the triple (y,x, z) is well formed. In this case, xy is an edge of 
M. Let w E X - {x, y,z}, and XVVI the first edge of the path M(W). Three cases may 
occur: 
?? wI = w; the vertices WI, y and z are all adjacent to x in M and one has locally the 
situation of Section 4.2.1: since z is a leaf and yz an edge of the MST A:, one has 
t(vz) - t(xz) - t(xv) <t(zw) - t(xz) - t(xw), and ~(JJZ) - ~(XJJ) <t(zw) - t(xw). 
?? WI = y # w; from the equality (i) above, one has t(zw) + t(xy) = t(vz) + t(xw), that 
is ~(JJZ) - ~(XJJ) = t(zw) - t(xw). 
?? If w1 differs from both y and w, one may combine the above cases to obtain the 
following inequality and equality: t(vz) - t(xv) <t(zwi) - t(xwi) = C(W) - t(xw). 
Finally, t(yz) - t(xy) = minwEX_(x,y,z) (t(zw) - t&v)), which, by Proposition 2.2, 
implies that the triple (x,z, y) is well-formed. 
The tree metric t of Table 3 has no ties and, so, a unique MST with A = {UC, bc, 
cg, dg, de&g} as edge set; with Ai = {ab, bg}, A& = {eg} and A; = {cd, cf}, the obtained 
valued 2-tree C, is given in Fig. 5 above. 
4.2.3. A Dijkstra-type construction 
The following procedure leads to a 2-tree E belonging to Z?(t). As the previous one, 
it selects a set of edges with low values, but in a different way. The idea is to add at 
each step a vertex z minimizing the length of the new edge za(z). It is close, in some 
way, to the Prim-Dijkstra [9,24] method for the construction of an MST. 
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Fig. 15. 
Choose a pair x1,x2 of elements of X such that t(x,~z)= minx,yEX,.+y t(xy); set 
X2 = {x,,xz} and {x,x2} =E(E’); 
For k=3 ,...,a, SdeCt Xk@-Xk- and XJ’EE(Ck-‘) such that t(&X)+t(Xky)- 
t(xy) = minZEX--X~-l,x~y~EE(~ - ) ( k I t zx’) + t(zy’) - t(x’y’); the triple (X,Xk, y) is well- 
formed for tpk. Set Xk =Xk-’ U (xk} and E(Zk) = E(Ek-‘) U {x.x~,yxk}. 
The valued 2-tree Et obtained for the dissimilarity of Table 3 is given in Fig. 15. 
4.2.4. Circular orders 
A linear order (x1,x2,. . ., x,) on X is diagonal if the triple (xi-l,xi,xi+l) is well- 
formed for all integers i = 1,. . . , n (modulo n). It is shown in Chaiken et al. [6] that 
any order corresponding to a circular (say, clockwise) scanning of the leaves of T in a 
graphical planar representation of this tree is diagonal. Such orders are called diagonal 
plane by the previous authors, and circular in Makarenkov and Leclerc [20], where a 
counter-example of a diagonal order which is not circular is given. 
Given a circular order C on X, the entire table of t may be recovered from its values 
on the set Rc = {xlxi: i = 2,. . . n} U {x;_~xi: i = 3,. . . ,n} [3], p. 60-62, 1991, p. 58-60, 
generalizing [6]. This set is the edge set of a 2-tree Sz on X of the broken wheel type, 
with x2 and x, as 2-leaves belonging, respectively, to the triangles ~1x2~3 and XIX,_I.X,. 
The triples (x1,x2,x3) and (x~,x,,x+_I) are well-formed. When deleting the leaf x, in 
the tree representation T of t, the order C’ = ~1x2 . . .x,_, is still circular for t’ = tlx-{.xnl 
so, the vertex x+-l is a 2-leaf of the 2-tree QXn-l, belongs to the triangle XIX~__~X,,_~ 
and to the WFT (xI,x~_~,x~-~) of t’, and so on. That Q is an element of 2(t) follows 
from this reduction procedure. As a consequence of Proposition 3.4, the total length of 
the tree representation T/ is given by 2e(T/) = n(Q,) = t(xlx,) + c, Gisn_l t(xixi+,). 
Every 2n-3-tuple (dl2,dl3,d23,...,dli,di,r+l,..., dIn,dn-l.n) of positive numbers can 
be considered as the values of the edges of a 2-tree Q on X = {xl,. . . ,x,} of the previ- 
ous type, thus leading to a TF t = tQ$d. Contrary to a claim encountered in the literature, 
t is not the only TF satisfying the properties t(xlxi) = dli and t(Xixi+l) = di,i+l, since 
there may exist a TF t’ on X such that t(xy) = t’(xy) for any edge xy of Q, but with 
Q # Z?(t’). By Theorem 4.1, t is unique when adding that it admits C as a circular 
order. 
In a 1984 paper, Yushmanov considers the orders (x1,x2,. . .,x,) on X such that, 
for k=n, n - l,..., 4, the triple (x1 ,Xk,Xk-_I ) is well formed in the tree Tk. He gives 
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Fig. 16. 
a first version of Proposition 2.2 and uses it for the determination of such an order 
directly from the table of a tree metric t. It is shown in Makarenkov and Leclerc [20] 
that Yushmanov and circular orders are in fact the same and an algorithm for finding 
a circular order with arbitrary x1 and x,, is derived from Yushmanov’s work. 
In the tree of Fig. 8, the order (a, c, g, f, e, d, b) is circular. The corresponding valued 
2-tree Q is given in Fig. 16. It is worth noticing that the order (g, e, f, d, c, b, a) in the 
example of Section 4.1 (Fig. 13) is not circular. So, we have in fact two different ways 
of encoding a valued tree by a (2n - 3)-tuple of distances between leaves. Although 
it has not been already mentioned in the literature, the method of this section seems 
more direct. On the other hand, circular orders are interesting from a geometrical point 
of view. 
5. Fitting methods related with 2-trees 
5.1. Valued d-trees and dissimilarities 
Abridgements of the types described in the previous section may be used for the 
storage of a tree metric in a reduced place (especially, types /i and Sz correspond 
to encodings of trees by sequences of numbers). They are also a tool for questions 
relevant to data analysis: 
?? the adjustment, or fitting, problem: given a dissimilarity d on X, Iind a TD, or a 
tree metric, close (on some way) to d. 
?? the recognition problem: is a given dissimilarity d a TD? A way of obtaining an an- 
swer is to compute the tree metric t = to,d and to check the equalities t(xy) = d(xy) 
for all pairs X, y of distinct elements. 
For the use of 2-trees in these problems, we have first to extend some notions from 
tree dissimilarities to dissimilarities: 
Definitions. Let d be a dissimilarity on X. A triple (x, y,z) of distinct elements of X is 
well-formed if, for any w EX - {x, y,z}, the inequality d(yz) - d(xz) <d(yw) - d(xw) 
holds. 
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A 2-tree 0 on X belongs to the set Si(d) if, for any elimination order 
L=(x,,x2 )...) x,) of 0, both triples (yi,~i,zi) and (z;,xi,yi) corresponding to the tri- 
angle Aip2 =xiyizi of 0’ are well-formed for dlx<, for all i = 3,. . , n. 
A 2-tree 0 on X belongs to the set Z?(d) if it admits an elimination order 
L=(x1,x2,..., x,) of 0 such that, for i=3,..., n, at least one of the triples (yi,xi,zi) 
and (zi,x;, yi) corresponding to the triangle Alp2 =xiy;zi of 0’ is well-formed for djx,. 
Of course, Z?r(d) G Z?(d). Several remarks may be done about these definitions. 
Firstly, when d is not a TD, a triple (z, y,x) may not be well-formed whereas (x, y, z) 
is. Secondly, the equivalence of Conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 4.2 is no longer 
valid; in other terms, the sets 2?,(d) and 2?(d) are generally not identical. With these 
definitions, several classes of elements of 9(t) defined in Section 4 for a TD t extend 
to elements of 2)(d) or S?(d): 
?? The MST-based 2-tree A of Section 4.2.1 may be constructed for any dissimilarity 
d, depending on the choice of an element c (among the n elements of X). It is 
straightforward to establish that A E 31 (d). 
??The construction of a linear order L = (xi ,x2,. . . ,x,) on X such that, for k = 2,. . , 
n - 1, the triple (x,,-~,x~_~+~,x~-~+~) is well-formed for dlxD-k+2, leads to a T-path 
A. It mainly depends on the initial choice of x,, and xn_i among n(n - 1) possible 
ones. 
?? Circular orders (called Yushmanou orders in Makarenkov and Leclerc [20], since 
no circular scanning remains) extend to dissimilarities. A difference is that, once 
the elements x1 and x, are choosen (among n(n - 1) possible choices), the obtained 
order C on X is unique in the general case. Such an order C allows to define a 
2-tree $2 as in Section 4.2.4. 
Moreover, several other classes of 2-trees are obtained in such a way that they belong 
to 2?(t) for any TD t. They may be used in the problems addressed in Section 5.2 
below. 
?? The MST-based 2-trees C of Section 4.2.2 may also be constructed for any dissim- 
ilarity d. They do not belong to 9, (d) when d is not a TD. The 2-tree C is unique 
when no ties occur on the values of d or in the calculations. 
??The Dijkstra-like construction in Section 4.2.3 leads to a 2-tree B which, in the gen- 
eral case, is unique with the choice of the initial pair ~1x2 minimizing the value of d. 
All the constructions above may be obtained by an O(n*) algorithm. Of course, 
other 2-trees than those described here may be also considered. For instance, a 2-tree 
minimizing A( Od) in 9~ is an element of 2!(t) for any TD t. At a Iirst glance, to 
obtain such a 2-tree seems to be a difficult problem. 
5.2. Fitting methods 
The TF t@,d corresponds to a 2-tree @d, valued according to the restriction of d to 
the edges of 0. Choosing a 2-tree of one type described in Section 5.1 as 0 ensures 
two interesting properties (the second by Proposition 3.3): 
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Table 5 
b 3 
c 1 2 
d 2 5 2 
“r 6 7 I 5 4 4 6 7 
a 6 c d e 
lj$-jyj, gig4 2@q?f; 
e e e 
Fig. 17. Ad. Fig. 18. A,,. Fig. 19. 4. 
b2c4f 
3 1 m 2 4 
a 2 d 4 e7 
Fig. 20. Ed. Fig. 21. 0, 
?? if d is a TD, then to,d = d; 
?? if d is a metric, then t@,d is a tree metric. 
Moreover, it is shown in Leclerc [18] that tZ,d is always a TD. Otherwise, when d is 
not a metric, the 2-trees of the A, A, 3 and Q types may lead only to TFs; since the 
2-trees of the n and Q types are 2-paths, the tree representations of the TFs tn,d or 
t_Qd have positive total lengths. 
Example. For the dissimilarity d (which is not a metric) of Table 5, Figs. 17-21 give 
the 2-trees /ld (with x5 =e and X6 =f), Ad (with c =a), & (unique), & (one of 
two solutions) and Qd (with xi = a and X6 = f); Figs. 22-26 give the corresponding 
valued XLL-trees and Tables 6-10 the TFs. In this example, tr,d, t;‘,d and tQ,d are 
tree metrics; tA,d is a tree dissimilarity and tA,d is just a tree function. 
A mapping d H t&d defines a fitting method that makes a tree function (a tree met- 
ric) correspond to any dissimilarity (metric), provided 0 is chosen as above. Clearly, 
such a purely combinatorial approach gives a straightforward solution to the recog- 
nition problem, but does not provide a good approximation technique with a metric 
criterion like the least-squares one. Here, we propose a fitting algorithm based on the 
least-squares criterion. Its output is a tree metric. 
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Fig. 22. Fig. 23. 
a Co ??b 
0 
.5 .5 
d 
3.5 
Fig. 24. Fig. 25. 
Fig. 26 
Table 6 
tnJ/ 
Table 7 
tA,d 
b 4 
: 2 1 2 5 2 
e 4 I 4 4 
f 4 5 2 5 7 
a b c d e 
b 3 
: 2 1 0 1 -1 
e 6 4 3 4 
fl5 457 
a b c d e 
Algorithm 1. Construction of a positively valued XLL-tree Tt from a dissimilarity 
d,a 2-tree OEZ?(~) and an elimination order (x,,x~,...,x,,) of 0. 
Step 1. V(P):={ q,xz}; E(P) :=x1x2; 4x,x2) :=d(x,,x2) 
Step k (2<k<n - 1). Let xyx++, =Ak-’ be the triangle of Ok” containing .Xk+l. 
The problem is to add the leaf &+I to the current valued tree T/ with leaves XI,. . . ,xk, 
that is to find the place of the latent vertex ak+l =a(%+~) on the path Tk(xy). 
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Table 8 
k, d 
b 3 
1 
: 2 
2 
4 2 
5 5 4 6 
>55461 
a b c d e 
Table 10 
b,d 
Table 9 
k, d 
b 3 
1 
: 2 
2 
4 2 
4 6 4 4 
746457 
a b c d e 
b 3 
: 2 1 4 2 2 
; 6 7 8 9 6 7 4 5 7 
a b c d e 
a 
P 
.Xk+l 
Fig. 27. 
Let uv be an edge of this path, u being its extremity closest to x. Let x = yl, . . . , yp 
be the leaves of Tj which are on the same side of ak+l as u, and yp+l, . . . , yk = y 
those on the side of v (Fig. 27). Taking into account the distances t(yi,xy) for all yi, 
2 d i < k - 1, we obtain the following quantity to minimize for the best place for ak+t 
on the edge uu, determined by a = t(Xak+l ); this quantity is computed together with 
P=P(Xk+l)=e(ak+lXk+l): 
mhhhe (m + p - d(YlXk+l )j2 + (t(ylyk) - a + p - d(ykxk+l )j2 
+Cz<i<p (db’iXk+l) - ccI - t(yl,yiyk) + t(yi,ylYk) + p)j2 
+C p+l<i$k-1 (d(YiXk+l) - (tb’lYk) - cI 
- $yk,YIYi) + tb’i,ylYk) + p)j2 
subject to t(ytu)<adt(ylv); p>O, 
where t(ylu) and t(yt, yiyk), for instance, are the distances between vertices, or be- 
tween vertex and path, in the tree T,k. 
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This problem is solved with the use of Lagrange multipliers for each edge of the 
path Z’j(ny). Then, the edge realizing the minimum of the above function is chosen in 
relation with computed values of IX and p; several cases may arise: 
0 If CI= 0, set V(P+‘)= V(Tk)U { akfl ,xk+l }. Replace the edge xu of Tk With three 
edges &+I#, x&+’ and &+‘Xk+‘, with lengths e(&+‘U) = @a), e(x&+,)=O and 
‘%k+l~k+l) = p. 
?? If CI = t(xy), set I’( Tkf’ ) = V(Tk) U { ak+’ ,xk+ I}. Replace the edge yu of Tk With 
three edges ak+‘r,yak+’ and ak+‘Xk+‘, with lengths e(ak+‘r)=e(yU), &&+‘)=O 
and 6xk+lak+l)=p. 
?? If c1= t(xu) for some latent vertex u of the path Tk(xy), set V(Tkf’) = V(Tk) U 
{&+I }. Add the edge U&+1 with length &k+’ U) = p to Tk . 
??Otherwise, there are two vertices u and u on the path Tk(xy) such that t(xu) <a 
< t(xu); set V( Tk+’ ) = V( Tk) u { ak+l , Xk+l }. Replace the edge uu of Tk with three 
edges U&+‘,ak+‘U and ak+‘Xk+‘, with @$thS t(uak+,)=a-t(XU), t(ak+‘U)=t(XU)- 
@ and &k+lak+l)=p. 
When the given dissimilarity d is already a tree metric, the minimum sum of squares 
obtained at each step turns to be null and the final output is d; such an idempotence 
property is a Rmdamental requirement for a fitting method. A detailed presentation of 
this algorithm is made in Makarenkov and Leclerc [20] in the particular case where 
0 is the 2-tree corresponding with a Yushmanov order C on X. The fact that such 
an order is circular for the obtained tree representation T is used to reduce the time 
complexity to O(n2). For the generalized version above, this complexity is at worse 
0(n3). Although Yushmanov orders already give good results, the possibility of using 
2-trees of other types may lead to interesting developments. 
6. Conclusion 
Our initial purpose, to extend the properties of the MSTs of ultrametrics, is achieved 
in several ways by the 2-trees abridgements of tree metrics: the set 9(t) is a class of 
2-trees, which constitute a classical extension of trees; the minimization of A(@,) by 
its elements corresponds with the minimum length property of any MST; the elements 
of Z?(t) cover every pair and every triangle of elements of X; for all 0 E 5?(t) and 
xy$E(O), t(xy) is a function of the values of t on the edges of the 2-path of 0 
between x and y. 
Not surprisingly, there are important limitations to these analogies, and the properties 
observed here are more complicated than in the case of ultrametrics. An important point 
is that ultrametrics on X correspond with the residuated maps from the partition lattice 
II, to the set W+ of the non-negative real numbers (see for instance [ 171) and, with 
the pointwise order, have an interesting lattice structure. This fact does not seen to have 
counterparts for tree dissimilarities (the only property of the pointwise order on these 
dissimilarities obtained here is Condition (ii) of Theorem 4.7); in the same direction, 
it may be verified that, contrary to trees, 2-trees are not the bases of a matroid on X. 
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As a final remark, it may be observed that the definition of the set 3(d), when d is 
a dissimilarity with no specified properties, is not satisfactory, since it excludes several 
classes of a-trees that turn out to be interesting for the fitting problem. The obtainment 
of a good definition, and, if possible, the recognition of canonical 2-trees associated 
with any dissimilarity remains to be studied. 
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